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Abstract
In this article we shall review several basic de-nitions and results regarding quantum compu-
tation. In particular, after de-ning Quantum Turing Machines and networks the paper contains
an exposition on continued fractions and on errors in quantum networks. The topic of simulation
of Quantum Turing Machines by means of obvious computation is introduced. We give a full
discussion of the simulation of multitape Quantum Turing Machines in a slight generalization of
the class introduced by Bernstein and Vazirani. As main result we show that the Fisher-Pippenger
technique can be used to give an O(tlogt) simulation of a multi-tape Quantum Turing Machine
by another belonging to the extended Bernstein and Vazirani class. This result, even if regarding
a slightly restricted class of Quantum Turing Machines improves the simulation results currently
known in the literature.
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Even if the present technology does consent realizing only very simple devices based
on the principles of quantum mechanics, many authors considered to be worth it ask-
ing whether a theoretical model of quantum computation could o:er any substantial
bene-ts over the correspondent theoretical model based on the assumptions of clas-
sical physics. Recently, this question has received considerable attention because of
the growing belief that quantum mechanical processes might be able to perform com-
putation that traditional computing machines can only perform ine;ciently. For an
extensive bibliography and illustration of the main results in the area the reader is
referred to [5,9,22,24,44,47] and [51].
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In 1982 Benio: [3] -rst considered that devices computing according to the princi-
ples of quantum mechanics could be at least as powerful as classical computers. The
question whether the computational power of quantum mechanical processes might be
beyond that of traditional computation models was raised by Feynmann [25] who gave
arguments as to why quantum mechanics might be computationally expensive to sim-
ulate on a classical computer. In 1985 Deutsch [17] re-examined the Church Turing
Principle, on which the current computational complexity theory is founded, and he
proposed a precise model of a quantum physical computer, so, de-ning Quantum Tur-
ing Machines. Then, Deutsch [18] de-ned quantum networks and investigated some of
their properties. Bernstein and Vazirani [9] gave the foundations of the quantum theory
of computational complexity and described an e;cient universal quantum computer that
simulates a large class of Quantum Turing Machines. Yao [51] introduced the quantum
complexity theory in terms of quantum networks and showed the existence of an e;-
cient quantum simulator for each Quantum Turing Machine. In particular, Yao showed
that a ktape Quantum Turing Machine can be simulated by a one-tape Quantum Turing
Machine with a simulation overhead of O(nk).
Several authors o:ered evidence that the quantum model of computation may have
signi-cantly more complexity theoretic power than traditional Turing Machines [9–
11,20,25,26,44] and [47]. Berthiaume and Brassard [10,11] and Deutsch and Jozsa
[20] introduced problems that quantum computers can quickly solve exactly, while
classical ones can only solve quickly with a bounded probability of error. Bernstein
and Vazirani [9] proposed an oracle problem that can be solved in polynomial time
by quantum computation, but it requires super-polynomial time on a classical machine.
This result was improved by Simon [47] who gave a simpler construction of an oracle
problem that takes polynomial time by quantum computation, but exponential time on
a classical computer. Simon’s algorithm inspired the work of Shor [44] that presented
quantum polynomial time algorithms for the discrete logarithm and integer factoring
problems that, as it is well known, are unlikely to be solvable in polynomial time by
classical computation. Indeed, the integer factoring is so widely believed hard that the
RSA public cryptosystem [43] is based on the assumption of its hardness.
Although some suggestions have been made to design quantum computers [49,35,36,
14,23,48,13] there are substantial di;culties in building any of these because of the
destabilizing e:ects of the environmental interaction that is a major experimental (and
theoretical) obstacle. Such di;culties become very serious as the computation time and
the size of the computer grow so that it is conceivable to build only small or very sim-
ple quantum machines. Thus, one of the critical parameters to consider in reproducing
the dynamic of any quantum device in experimental research is the computation time.
In this article we shall review several basic de-nitions and results regarding quantum
computation. In particular, after de-ning Quantum Turing Machines and networks the
paper contains an exposition on continued fractions and on errors in quantum networks.
The topic of simulation of Quantum Turing Machines by means of oblivious compu-
tation is introduced. We give a full discussion of the simulation of multitape Quantum
Turing Machines in a slight generalization of the class introduced by Bernstein and
Vazirani [9]. As main result we show that the Fisher-Pippenger technique [27] can
be used to give an O(t log t) simulation of a multi-tape Quantum Turing Machine by
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another belonging to the extended Bernstein and Vazirani class. This result, even if re-
garding a slightly restricted class of Quantum Turing Machines improves the simulation
results currently known in the literature.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we review the basic concepts used in the rest of the work. To a more
exhaustive illustration of the topics presented here the reader is referred to [15,16,
28–31] and [34].
2.1. Hilbert spaces
In the following, we shall denote by Hk the Hilbert space that consists of the set
Ck of k-dimensional complex vectors along with pointwise addition and scalar multi-
plication. An inner product on Hk is de-ned by
〈′; 〉 =
k−1∑
j=0
v′jv
∗
j ;
where =(v0; : : : ; vk−1), ′=(v′0; : : : ; v
′
k−1) are vectors in C
k and v∗j is the conjugate
of vj. The norm, or length, of vector  is ||||=
√〈; 〉, while ; ′ are said to be
orthogonal to each other if 〈; ′〉=0. A subset of vectors is orthonormal if its members
are pairwise orthogonal and have each unit length. We shall assume that a basis in
Hk is a maximal orthonormal subset of vectors [15] (notice that such is not the usual
de-nition of basis that in general does not need to be an orthonormal set). For example,
the usual basis consists of the vectors where ej is such that its jth component is 1
and all other components are 0. A (quantum) state in Hk is simply (represented by)
a unit length vector while, given some basis B= {1; : : : ; k}, we shall say that the
state can be viewed as a superposition of the basis states by meaning that  can be
written as a linear combination = 11 + · · · + kk of the vectors 1; : : : ; k with
coe;cients 1; : : : ; k such that
∑k
j=1 |j|2 = 1 (for a more precise de-nition of states
and superpositions the reader is referred to [21,31] and [15]). A unitary matrix on
Hk is an invertible matrix of order k (the number of rows and columns) having the
transpose conjugate as its inverse. All the de-nitions given for Hk can straightforwardly
be translated to the in-nite dimensional Hilbert space l2 over the complex -eld that
consists of the set{
:
∑
j∈Z
|vj|2 ¡ +∞
}
with pointwise addition and scalar multiplication, where =(: : : ; v−j; : : : ; v0; : : : ; vj; : : :)
is an in-nite complex vector and by |vj| we mean the absolute value of the component
vj for j in the set Z of integers. In particular, the inner product on l2 is de-ned by
〈′; 〉 = ∑
j∈Z
v′jv
∗
j
and the usual basis in l2 is the orthonormal set {ej: j∈Z}.
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2.2. Matrix norm and tensor products
If A is a matrix, then its norm ||A||, induced by the vector norm || · ||, is de-ned by
||A|| = sup
:||||=1
||A||:
Moreover, the tensor product of the matrices Aj with rj rows and kj columns, for
j=1; 2, is the block-matrix A1 ⊗ A2 whose (r; k)th block is ar; kA2, where ar; k is the
element in row r and column k in A1 (16r6r1; 16k6k1). As a special case, the
tensor product of vectors ∈Ck and ′ ∈Cr is a krdimensional vector  ⊗ ′ whose
jth component is ( ⊗ ′)j =v j=rv′jmod r , for j=0; : : : ; kr − 1. Tensor products are
distributive with respect to sums of matrices. Moreover, if the (ordinary) products AB
and A′B′ of matrices A; B; A′; B′ are de-ned, then (AB)⊗ (A′B′)= (A⊗ A′)(B⊗ B′).
2.3. Continued fractions
A simple -nite continued fraction is a function of N +1 variables a0; : : : ; aN de-ned
by an expression of the form:
a0 +
1
a1 + 1a2+ :::1
aN
; (1)
where aj, for j=0; : : : ; N are integers, positive when j¿0. The expression (1) is de-
noted by [a0; : : : ; aN ], an is called the nth quotient and [a0; : : : ; an] is the nth convergent
(n6N ). The convergents can be calculated as stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Hardy and Wright [29]). If pn and qn are such that p0 = a0, p1 = a1p0+
1; : : : ; pn= anpn−1+pn−2 (26n6N ); q0 = 1, q1 = a1; : : : ; qn= anqn−1+qn−2 (26n6N ),
then [a0; : : : ; an] =pn=qn.
If [a0; : : : ; aN ] =pN =qN = x, then the rational x is said to be represented by its con-
tinued fraction; moreover, each positive rational may be represented by means of a
simple -nite continued fraction. The continued fraction of a rational x can be calcu-
lated by the following iterative algorithm: a0 = x, x= a0 +0, 060¡1; a1 = 1=0,
1=0 = a1 + 1 (061¡1 and 0 =0); : : : ; an= 1=n−1, 1=n−1 = an + n (06n¡1
and n−1 =0). Such algorithm terminates when n=0 and then x= [a0; : : : ; an].
Theorem 2 (Hardy and Wright [29]). If N¿1, n¿0, then∣∣∣∣x − pnqn
∣∣∣∣6 1q2n ;
for n6N − 1, where x is any rational and pn=qn is the nth convergent.
Theorem 3. The sequence {qn}n6N is such that qn−16qn, for 06n6N − 1.
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While simple -nite continued fractions represent rational numbers, irrational ones
can be represented by simple in-nite continued fractions.
Theorem 4 (Hardy and Wright [29]). If {a0; a1; : : :} is an in2nite sequence of integers
such that an¿0 when n =0, then xn= [a0; : : : ; an] tends in the limit (n→∞) to an
irrational x.
For simple in-nite continued fractions we write xn=pn=qn= [a0; : : : ; an] to denote the
nth convergent and by [a0; : : : ; an; : : :] we mean the irrational represented by the simple
in-nite continued fraction. All we have said to simple -nite continued fractions can
straightforwardly be translated to simple in-nite continued fractions, but the fact that
the in-nite continued fractions represent irrational numbers. In particular, the following
theorem holds.
Theorem 5 (Hardy and Wright [29]). In case of simple in2nite continued fraction and
for x irrational, it results∣∣∣∣x − pnqn
∣∣∣∣6 1q2n ;
where n¿0 and pn=qn is the nth convergent.
The nth convergent represents a good approximation of an irrational x in the sense
that there is not a better approximation for q′n6qn. Moreover, there are in-nite con-
vergents that approximate an irrational x. A periodic continued fraction is an in-nite
continued fraction in which al= al+k for each -xed k and l¿L (where L is a positive
constant).
Theorem 6 (Hardy and Wright [29]). A continued fraction is periodic if and only if
it represents an irrational root of a quadratic equation with integer coe3cients.
Obviously, periodic continued fractions are such that there exists a constant k such
that each partial quotient is less than or equal to k.
3. The quantum machine
The basic components of a Turing Machine are a tape, a read-write head and a -nite
control. The tape is divided into an in-nite number of cells each of which may hold
exactly one symbol from a -nite set  and the -nite control may assume states of a
-nite set Q. At the beginning, a sequence of cells of the tape hold symbols taken from
an input set ⊂, while all other cells contain a blank b, that is, a special symbol
in  − . Moreover, the read-write head scans the cells of the tape starting from
the leftmost input symbol and the -nite control may be in initial states taken from Q.
A transition function  speci-es the way in which the contents of the tape are modi-ed,
the -nite control changes its state and moves the tape head. A subset F ⊆Q of -nal
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control states consent de-ning which input words are accepted by the machine (see for
example [30] and [1]). Let w1 and w2 be strings in ∗, where the rightmost symbol of
w2 is not a blank. A con-guration of a Turing Machine is a quadruple K = (h; w1; q; w2)
in which q∈Q is a control state, the string w1w2 represents the possible contents of
the tape from the leftmost to the rightmost nonblank symbols and the tape head is
assumed to scan cell h∈Z containing the leftmost symbol in w2 or, if w2 is the
empty word 1, a blank b. A partial computation of a Turing Machine is a sequence
of con-gurations where each con-guration, but the -rst, depends on the previous one
as stated by the transition function . A set of -nite partial computations that start
each from an initial con-guration can be represented by a levelled tree. Each node
of the tree corresponds to a con-guration and each level speci-es a computation step
performed by the machine. The root is associated to the initial con-guration and each
other node individuates a di:erent con-guration reachable in one computation step by
its parent node (as speci-ed by the transition function). A Quantum Turing Machine is
a physical system whose state is represented by a distribution of complex amplitudes
over the space of con-gurations and whose dynamic is individuated by a special unitary
transformation. The Quantum Machine is reversible in the sense that knowledge of
the state and dynamic consent univocally determining the state at any previous time.
A measurement is required to observe only one con-guration with a probability given
by the squared absolute value of the amplitude associated to the con-guration in the
measured state. However, the measurement is irreversible since it invalidates the rest
of the computation [31]. Formally, a Quantum Turing Machine QM is denoted by
QM = (Q; ; ; ; ; F);
where
• Q is the -nite set of control states,
• ∈C|Q| is a complex unit length vector denoting an initial distribution of amplitudes
over the control states,
•  is the set of allowable tape symbols,
• ⊆ − {b} is the set of input symbols,
• F ⊆Q is the set of -nal control states,
•  :Q×××Q×{R; L; N}→C is the transition function that for any p; q; q′ ∈Q,
and !1; !2; !3; !4 ∈ satis-es the following constraints:
1.
∑
"∈{R;L;N}; q∈Q; !∈ |(p; !1; !; q; ")|2 = 1,
2.
∑
"∈{R;L;N}; q∈Q; !∈ (p; !1; !; q; ")
∗(p′; !2; !; q; ")= 0, when (p; !1) =(p′; !2),
3.
∑
q∈Q [(p; !1; !2; q; N )
∗(p′; !3; !4; q; L) + (p; !1; !2; q; R)∗(p′; !3; !4; q; N )]= 0,
4.
∑
q∈Q (p; !1; !2; q; R)
∗(p′; !3; !4; q; L)= 0.
To each -ve-tuple (q; !; !′; q′; ") in Q×××Q×{R; L; N}, the transition function
assigns a complex amplitude (q; !; !′; q′; ") with which the -nite control
1. enters state q′ from state q,
2. let the tape head print symbol !′ on the tape cell scanned, replacing symbol !,
3. moves the head left ("=L), right ("=R) or it leaves its position unchanged ("=N ).
The set of possible con-gurations is countable, that is, it can be placed in bijective cor-
respondence with the set Z of integers. Consequently, we may consider such a set as an
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ordered set {Kj: j∈Z} of distinct elements. Let # be the in-nite matrix with rows and
columns indexed by the con-gurations in {Kj: j∈Z}, whose entry in rth row Kr and
jth column Kj is the amplitude of the -ve-tuple (q; !; !′; q′; ")∈Q×××Q×{R; L,
N} that transforms Kj into Kr in a single computation step or 0 if such a -ve-tuple
does not exist. By de-nition, the quantum machine QM must be such that the ma-
trix # is unitary, that is, the inverse #−1 is the transpose conjugate #†. Notice that,
since # has an in-nite number of rows and columns, it is unitary if and only if it
hold both #†#= I and ##†= I . Nevertheless, the matrix has a special structure and
#†#= I implies ##†= I [9], as in case of matrices with a -nite number of rows and
columns (in general the implication does not hold for matrices with an in-nite num-
ber of rows and columns). In other words, # is unitary if and only if its columns
have unit length and are pairwise orthogonal or even only when the transition function
satis-es the constraints 1 − 4. In particular, the -rst constraint speci-es exactly that
each column in # has unit length. The second constraint is necessary and su;cient
for orthogonality of columns indexed by con-gurations in which the tape head scans
the same position, while the third and fourth ones are for orthogonality of columns
indexed by con-gurations where the head scans positions either contiguous or o:set
exactly by two cells. It is well known from Linear Algebra that the matrix # de-nes
a linear transformation L#, relative to the usual basis, on the Hilbert space l2 such that
L#()=OT where by T we mean the transpose of . Then, the transformation L#,
called evolution time operator, describes the dynamic of the machine, while a state is
individuated by a superposition of quantum states
|S〉 = ∑
j∈Z
vj|Kj〉;
where =(: : : ; v−j; : : : ; v0; : : : ; vj; : : :) is a unit length vector and each |Kj〉 is a basis
vector (|Kj〉= ej for example) of the Hilbert space. In this context, a sequence of
t con-gurations is a partial computation of length t if the -nite control transforms
(as speci-ed in 1, 2 and 3) each con-guration into the next with nonnull ampli-
tude in a single move. The amplitude of a partial computation is the product of the
amplitudes associated by  to the pairs of consecutive con-gurations. If QM is in
an initial superposition |S〉, then, after t computation steps, it passes to the super-
position
|S′〉 = ∑
j∈Z
v′j|Kj〉;
such that |S′〉=L(t)# (|S〉)=#t |S〉T. If, for example, the initial superposition |S〉 is such
that = e0, then the amplitude of the con-guration Kr after t computation steps cor-
responds to the sum of the amplitudes of all the partial computations of length t that
start from K0 and reach Kr . Finally, the probability that the machine from the initial
superposition |S〉 is in con-guration Kr after t computation steps is the squared absolute
value |v′r |2 of the amplitude associated to Kr in |S′〉 (for r ∈Z). Such probability is well
de-ned for any -nite t ∈N if and only if the linear transformation L# preserves length,
that is, when for each vector  of the space l2 it results ||L#()||= ||||. It is well known
that L# preserves length if and only if the in-nite matrix # is unitary [9,17]. Since #
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is invertible, we have that the dynamic of a Quantum Turing Machine is reversible,
that is, knowledge of # and L(t)# () consents determining L
( j)
# ()= (#
−1)t−jL(t)# () for
each nonnegative j less than t. From the results of Bennet [4] about reversible deter-
ministic computation it follows that Quantum Turing Machines can e;ciently simulate
Deterministic Turing Machines and, more generally, Probabilistic Turing Machines [9].
Suppose now that we want to observe the content of a cell h∈Z when QM is in
superposition |S′〉. Let Kj(h) be the symbol held by cell h in the con-guration Kj. The
probability P!; h of observing a given symbol !∈ in cell h is
P!; h =
∑
j:Kj(h)=!
|v′j|2
while observing ! in cell h implies that, by e:ect of the measurement, |S′〉 is projected
into the renormalized superposition
∑
j:Kj(h)=!
v′j√
P!; h
|Kj〉:
In classic Formal Language Theory, a language accepted by a Turing Machine is de-
-ned by stating an acceptance condition on the -nal states of the -nite control [1,30].
Although this could be done in the quantum setting, a problem consists in the fact
that a measurement invalidates the rest of the computation (even if in a predictable
way). Such problem is usually solved by de-ning the classes of languages of Quantum
Turing Machines clocked by some time constructible function f, that is a function
f :N→N such that there exists a (deterministic) Turing Machine which on every in-
put w∈∗ of length |w| halts in exactly f(|w|) steps. Time constructible functions
typically de-ne the running time of Turing Machines [1] and (in the quantum setting)
consent determining exactly when to e:ect a measurement to decide whether an input
string belongs to a language according to some acceptance criterion. Let the machine
initially be in the superposition
∑
q∈Q
q|(0; 1; q; w)〉;
where w∈∗ is any input word and by q we mean the initial amplitude associated to
the control state q∈Q by the distribution denoted by . In the usual de-nitions in the
literature (see, for example [9]), the acceptance criterion does not necessarily depend
by the set F of -nal states (as in classic Formal Language Theory). In particular, a
language LQM is in the class EQP of exact or error-free quantum polynomial time
languages if there exists a Quantum Turing Machine with a distinguished acceptance
tape cell and a polynomial p such that given any string w as input, observing the
tape cell at time p(|w|) correctly classi-es w with respect to LQM. More generally, a
language is in the class BQP of Bounded error Quantum Polynomial time languages
if this classi-cation can be accomplished with probability at least 23 .
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4. Quantum networks
A quantum bit, or simply qubit, is a particle that can be instantaneously represented
by a superposition of two states |0〉 and |1〉 in the Hilbert complex space H2. An
ordered collection of a -nite number of m qubits is called a (quantum) register of
length m. If rth qubit in a register of constant length k is in superposition
|Sr〉 =
∑
b∈{0;1}
r; b|b〉;
where (r;0; r;1) is a unit length complex vector (06r6k − 1), then the state of the
k particles is the superposition
|S〉 = ∑
b0 ;:::; bk−1∈{0;1}
b0 ;:::; bk−1 |b0 · · · bk−1〉
such that b0 ;:::; bk−1 =
∏k−1
r=0 r; br and |b0; : : : ; bk−1〉= |b0〉 · · · |bk−1〉 is the tensor product
of the basis vectors |b0〉; : : : ; |bk−1〉. Notice that |S〉= |S0〉 · · · |Sk−1〉 and that in general
there may be states, called entangled, that cannot be put in the form of a tensor
product. A quantum elementary gate on k qubits is a physical system in which the
k particles evolve from an initial input state to a -nal output state as speci-ed by a
unitary transformation on the Hilbert space H2
k
. The system can be viewed as a special
computing nondeterministic device with a constant number k of inputs and outputs that
performs a unitary operation on the state of the particles. Let L#k()=#k
T be the
transformation performed by the gate. If the qubits are in the input state |S〉, then the
output state is the superposition
|S′〉 = ∑
b0 ;:::; bk−1∈{0;1}
′b0 ;:::; bk−1 |b0 · · · bk−1〉
such that |S′〉=#k|S〉T. For example, when |b0 · · · bk−1〉, for b0; : : : ; bk−1 ∈{0; 1}, form
the usual basis in H2
k
, |S′〉 is such that ′=L#k()=#kT, where ; ′ are complex
vectors whose rth component is indexed by the binary encoding of r, for r=0; : : : ; 2k−
1. The probability Pxi0 ;:::; xir of observing, through a measurement, that the qubits in
distinct positions i0; : : : ; ir (06r6k − 1) are in the output state |xi0 ; : : : ; xir 〉 on H2
r
is
Pxi0 ;:::; xir =
∑
b0 ;:::; bk−1:(bi0 ;:::;bir )=(xi0 ;:::;xir )
|′b0 ;:::; bk−1 |2:
However, observing |xi0 ; : : : ; xir 〉 implies that, by e:ect of the measurement, |S′〉 is
projected into the renormalized superposition
∑
b0 ;:::; bk−1:(bi0 ;:::;bir )=(xi0 ;:::;xir )
′b0 ;:::; bk−1√
Pxi0 ;:::;xir
|b0; : : : ; bk−1〉:
A useful representation of the quantum gate is given by the matrix #k whose rth row
and column are indexed by the state |b0; : : : ; bk−1〉 (where b0 · · · bk−1 is the binary
encoding of r), for r=0; : : : ; 2k − 1. Consider now a register of any -nite length
m¿k. Suppose that k qubits evolve according to the unitary transformation L#k while
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the state of the remaining particles is left unchanged. This scenario can be realized by
applying the quantum gate to the k qubits and communicating the state of the other
particles through quantum wires whose only purpose is to transfer qubit states without
performing any computation. In this case, the output state can be obtained by applying
the transformation L#k to the corresponding qubits in the register input superposition
and then calculating the new superposition. Notice that the evolution of the system is
represented by a unitary transformation on the Hilbert space H2
m
de-ned by the tensor
product #k ⊗ Im−k whose rows and columns are permuted to maintain the ordering on
the qubits and where Im−k is the identity matrix of order 2m−k. For example, if the
qubits transformed by the gate are the -rst k, the transformation is simply de-ned by
the tensor product #k ⊗ Im−k. Quantum gates can be interconnected in such a way to
perform unitary transformations on a nonconstant number of qubits. Let r1; : : : ; rm be
any permutation of the -rst m¿k positive integers such that rj¡rj+1, for j=1; : : : ; k.
In the following de-nition we suppose that the k inputs and outputs of a quantum gate
are ordered from the top to the bottom. A quantum gate QG transforms the state of
the qubits between two registers QR;QR′ of length m, when
• the position rj of QR is connected to the input j of QG (16j6k),
• the output j of QG is connected to the position rj of QR′ for 16j6k,
• the position rj of QR and QR′ are connected by a quantum wire when j¿k.
A Quantum Network (or quantum gate array) QN is an ordered collection of quantum
gates that transforms qubit states between consecutive registers of the same length.
A computation is performed by feeding the -rst register by external sources and then
measuring the qubits states from the last register at a speci-ed time. The network can
be depicted by a directed acyclic graph whose vertices represent the gates and the edges
describe the connections between the gates. The size of the network is the number of
its gates, while the depth is the maximum length of a directed path in the graph. If we
assume that each gate operates in unit time, the depth corresponds to the computation
time (of the network). It is well known that quantum networks consisting of gates with
at most two inputs and outputs can perform any unitary transformation on the state of
a -nite number of qubits [23,48,35,19]. In particular, some families, or universal sets,
of such quantum gates can be used to perform arbitrary -nite unitary transformations.
A typical example of a universal set of quantum gates consists of all one-qubit gates
and a single type of two qubit-gate, the controlled NOT , which negates the second
qubit if and only if the -rst one is |1〉 [2].
A standard encoding of a quantum network is the encoding of its gates by the type
of the gate and the number of the direct predecessors. A sequence {QNn; n∈N} of
quantum networks is called BQP uniform when there exists a Quantum Turing Machine
that computes the standard encoding of QNn in time polynomial in the depth with a
probability of error less than or equal to 14 for each n.
5. Multitape quantum machines
A multitape quantum machine consists of a -nite control and a -xed number k of
tapes each divided into cells scanned by a tape head. On a single move, depending on
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the state of the -nite control and the contents of the cells scanned by the heads, the
-nite control
• changes state,
• let the tape head print new symbols on the scanned cells,
• move each tape head, independently, one cell to the left or right or keep it stationary.
A multitape quantum machine di:ers from the basic quantum model by the form of
its transition function
 : Q × k × k × Q × {R; L; N}k → C;
where (p; (!1;1; : : : ; !k;1); (!1;2; : : : ; !k;2); q; ("1; : : : ; "k)) is the complex amplitude with
which the -nite control state passes from state p to state q, the symbol !j;1 is overwrit-
ten by symbol !j;2 and the head is moved in direction "j on the jth tape (16j6k).
The time evolution operator L# is de-ned as in the previous paragraph but that a
con-guration now speci-es the contents and the head position on each tape (more the
state in which the -nite control is). Obviously, the unitariness of L# and the di:erent
de-nition of the con-gurations imply more complicated constraints on the transition
function.
6. Approximate networks
A Quantum Network QN computes a unitary transformation de-ned by a matrix U
over a Hilbert space H2
m
. We say that a network QN ′, that computes a unitary transfor-
mation de-ned by a matrix U ′ over H2
m
, approximates QN within 0 (0¿0) when the
distance (induced by the Euclidean vector norm) between the unitary transformations
associated with the two networks is at most 0 [2], that is if it holds
||U − U ′||60:
The following lemma explains why approximating unitary transformations results to be
useful in quantum computation.
Lemma 1. If the network QN ′ approximates QN within 0, then for each unit length
vector u∈H2m and j=1; : : : ; 2m, it holds
||vj|2 − |v′j|2|6 20;
where =(v1; : : : ; v2m)=UuT and ′=(v′1; : : : ; v
′
2m)=U
′uT.
Proof. For any j∈{1; : : : ; 2m} we have
||vj|2 − |v′j|2| = ||vj| − |v′j||||vj|+ |v′j||
6 2|vj − v′j|
6 2||− ′||
= 2||UuT − U ′uT||
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6 2||U − U ′||||u||
6 20 (since ||u|| = 1):
Lemma 2 (Barenko et al. [2]). Every 2× 2 unitary matrix U can be expressed as
U =
(
ei 0
0 ei
)(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)(
cos 22 sin
2
2
− sin 22 cos 22
)(
ei3=2 0
0 e−i3=2
)
;
where ; ; 2; 3 are real valued.
The next lemma states that approximating within 0 transformations
(
ei 0
0 ei
)
;
(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)
;
(
cos 22 sin
2
2
− sin 22 cos 22
)
;
(
ei3=2 0
0 e−i3=2
)
(2)
is straightforward once for any 2∈R we know how to approximate the real rotation
(
cos 22 sin
2
2
− sin 22 cos 22
)
:
Theorem 7. If there is an irrational  such that for any 0¿0 and 2∈R∥∥∥∥∥
(
cos 22 sin
2
2
− sin 22 cos 22
)
−
(
cos 2 sin

2
− sin 2 cos 2
)k∥∥∥∥∥6 0;
where k =O(1=0), then there exists k1; k2; k3 =O(1=0) such that it holds∥∥∥∥∥
(
ei 0
0 ei
)
−
(
ei 0
0 ei
)k1∥∥∥∥∥6 0; (3)
∥∥∥∥∥
(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)
−
(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)k2∥∥∥∥∥6 0; (4)
∥∥∥∥∥
(
ei3=2 0
0 e−i3=2
)
−
(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)k3∥∥∥∥∥6 0: (5)
Proof. The proof is based on the idea of dividing the diagonal elements of the matrices
(3)–(5) into real and imaginary parts. In fact, note that for any complex x + iy we
have
ei(x + iy) = (cos + i sin )(x + iy)
= x cos − y sin + i(x sin + y cos ):
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Thus, multiplying ei by any complex number x + iy corresponds to(
cos  − sin 
sin  cos 
)(
x
y
)
:
Consequently, for any unit length vector u=(u1;1+iu1;2; u2;1+iu2;2) (3) can be rewritten
as ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


cos  − sin  0 0
sin  cos  0 0
0 0 cos  − sin 
0 0 sin  cos 

−


cos  − sin  0 0
sin  cos  0 0
0 0 cos  − sin 
0 0 sin  cos 


k1 ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
6 0:
By similar arguments we are able to show that (4) corresponds to∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥


cos 2 − sin 2 0 0
sin 2 cos

2 0 0
0 0 cos 2 sin

2
0 0 − sin 2 cos 2

−


cos 2 − sin 2 0 0
sin 2 cos

2 0 0
0 0 cos 2 sin

2
0 0 − sin 2 cos 2


k2
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
6 0:
Case (5) can be treated as the second one.
Lemma 3. If  is an irrational root of a quadratic equation with integer coe3cients,
then for any 0¿0 there exists k1; k2; k3; k4 =O(1=0) e3ciently computable such that∥∥∥∥∥
(
ei 0
0 ei
)
−
(
ei 0
0 ei
)k1∥∥∥∥∥6 0;
∥∥∥∥∥
(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)
−
(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)k2∥∥∥∥∥6 0;
∥∥∥∥∥
(
cos 22 sin
2
2
− sin 22 cos 22
)
−
(
cos 2 sin

2
− sin 2 cos 2
)k3∥∥∥∥∥6 0;
∥∥∥∥∥
(
ei3=2 0
0 e−i3=2
)
−
(
ei=2 0
0 e−i=2
)k4∥∥∥∥∥6 0: (6)
Proof. By the previous lemma, we have only to show that for any 0¿0 there exists
k3 =O(1=0) such that (6) holds. To simplify notation, but without loss of generality,
we shall prove that for any 0¿0 there is k =O(1=0) e;ciently computable such that∥∥∥∥∥
(
cos 2 sin 2
− sin 2 cos 2
)
−
(
cos  sin 
− sin  cos 
)k∥∥∥∥∥6 0:
Let pn=qn be the nth convergent of the continued fraction representing . Note that the
angles (jpn=qn)mod 25, for j=0; : : : ; qn−1 can be ordered in a sequence 20; : : : ; 2qn−1
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such that 2j+1−2j =25=qn (06j6qn−1). Consequently, there exists k ∈{0; : : : ; qn−1}
such that∣∣∣∣
(
2− k pn
qn
)
mod 25
∣∣∣∣6 25qn : (7)
Moreover since pn=qn is the nth convergent to  it results (see for example [29]):∣∣∣∣− pnqn
∣∣∣∣6 1q2n : (8)
It follows∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(
cos 2 sin 2
− sin 2 cos 2
)
−
(
cos  sin 
− sin  cos 
)k ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣6 |(2− k)mod 25|
6
∣∣∣∣
(
2− k pn
qn
)
mod 25
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
(
k
pn
qn
− k
)
mod 25
∣∣∣∣
6
25
qn
+
∣∣∣∣k
(
pn
qn
− 
)∣∣∣∣ (by (7))
6
25+ 1
qn
(by (8)): (9)
Since  is root of a quadratic equation its continued fraction is periodic and, therefore,
the denominator qn of the nth convergent can be e;ciently computed by the recurrence
qn= anqn−1 + qn−2, where an is the nth quotient of . Thus, there exists a constant k
such that qn=6(kn) and, choosing n as the smallest integer such that qn¿25 + 1=0,
we have∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(
cos 2 sin 2
− sin 2 cos 2
)
−
(
cos  sin 
− sin  cos 
)k ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣6 0;
where k6qn≈6(1=0). For example, suppose =(1 +
√
5)=2, that is solution of the
quadratic equation x2 − x − 1=0. The continued fraction for  is [1; 1; : : : ; 1; : : :] and
the recurrence to compute qn is qn= qn−1 +qn−2, Thus qn is the nth Fibonacci number
that can be approximated by qn≈ ((1+
√
5)=2)n=
√
5. There are in-nite convergents for
 and choosing n such that ((1 +
√
5)=2)n=
√
5≈25+ 1=0, we have∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(
cos 2 sin 2
− sin 2 cos 2
)
−
(
cos  sin 
− sin  cos 
)k ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣6 |(2− k)mod 25|
6
25+ 1
qn
≈ 0;
where n= log25+1=0= log[(1+√5)=2]=√5. Finally, once we know qn, we can com-
pute k by
|(2− k)mod 25|6 25+ 1
qn
:
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Consider, now, a quantum network in which by Uk we mean the transformation
applied to the state of the qubits in the kth register and by Ak; j (16j6sk) the local
transformations such that Ak;1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ak; sk =Uk for each gate fed by qubits of the kth
register (16k6t; sk6L), where L is the length of the registers and t is the depth of
the network.
Theorem 8. Any quantum network QN of complexity Lt, where L is the length of
the registers and t is the depth, can be approximated within 0 by a network QN ′ of
size 6(Lt=0) having elementary gates taken from the basis B.
Proof. Let QN compute a unitary transformation U =U1 · · ·Ut , where Uk =Ak;1;⊗ · · ·
⊗Ak; sk transforms the state of the qubits in the kth register and Ak;1; : : : ; Ak; sk are per-
formed by elementary gates. The network QN ′ approximating QN within 0 performs a
transformation U ′=U ′1 · · ·U ′t =(U1 + E1) · · · (Ut + Et), where Ej is the error U ′j −Uj
(16j6t). By calculating the products and passing to norms, it follows
||U ′ − U ||6
t∑
j=1
(
t
j
)
0jl
= (1 + 0l)t − 1;
where 0l is the maximum norm of the errors E1; : : : ; Et , that is, 0l= max16 k6t ||Ek ||.
Let, now, U ′k be the tensor product A
′
k;1⊗ · · · ⊗A′k; sk and E′k; j =A′k; j −Ak; j be the error
per quantum elementary gate over the kth register in the approximating network. It
results
U ′k = (Ak;1 + E
′
k;1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (Ak; sk + E′k; sk )
and calculating the tensor products and passing to norms it follows
||U ′k − Uk ||6
sk∑
j=1
0jk;l
= (1 + 0k;l)sk − 1
6 (1 + 0k;l)L − 1; (10)
where 0k;l is the maximum error over the gates acting on the kth register, that is,
0k;l= max16j6sk ||E′k; j||. Note that
0l = max
16k6t
||Ek ||
= max
16k6t
||U ′k − Uk ||
6 max
16k6t
{(1 + 0k;l)L} − 1 (by (10))
6
(
1 + max
16k6t
0k;l
)L
− 1
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and setting
err = max
16k6t
max
16j6sk
||E′k;j||;
we have ||U ′ − U ||6(1 + err)Lt − 1. Thus, there exists 0 such that
||U ′ − U ||6 06 (1 + err)Lt − 1: (11)
Note that, by (11), choosing 0 such that err=(1+0)1=Lt−1 and -rst order approximating
(1 + x)≈ x + 1 when 0661, it follows err≈ 0=Lt. Consequently, the total error 0
introduced by QN ′ with respect to QN is 0≈Lterr, where err is the local error and
Lt is the complexity of the network. The proof follows by Theorem 7.
7. Oblivious quantum machines
In this section we shall introduce the de-nition of Quantum Turing Machines that
form a slight generalization of the class introduced by Bernstein and Vazirani, reported
in [9], presented by such authors in the case in which the head cannot assume station-
ary positions on the tape. Here we shall consider Quantum Turing Machines whose
transition function  satis-es the two constraints presented in Section 3
1.
∑
"∈{R;L;N}; q∈Q; !2∈ |(p; !1; !2; q; ")|2 = 1,
2.
∑
"∈{R;L;N}; q∈Q; !2∈ (p; !1; !2; q; ")
∗(p′; !3; !2; q; ")= 0 ((p; !1) =(p′; !3)),
plus
3.
∑
q∈Q (p; !1; !2; q; ")
∗(p′; !3; !4; q; "′)= 0,
where " = "′, for !1; !2; !3; !4 ∈, p;p′; q∈Q and "; "′ ∈{R; L; N}. For a possible
extension of the presented results, the reader is referred to [51]. Let
QM = (Q; ; ; ; ; F)
be a Quantum Turing Machine with tape alphabet = {b; 0; 1}, control state -nite set
Q= {q0; : : : ; qm}, ∈Cm+1 such that ||||=1 and transition function
 : Q ×  ×  × Q × {R; L; N} → C:
Denote by {u0" ; : : : ; um";} a basis in the minimal subspace V", containing the vectors
(p; !; !′; q; ")= ((p; !; !′; q0; "); : : : ; (p; !; !′; qm; ")), for !; !′ ∈, p∈Q and where
"∈{R; L; N}. Obviously, Constraint 3 implies that the subspaces VL, VR and VN are
pairwise orthogonal.
In the rest of the section we shall see how to construct an oblivious simulator for
any QM whose transition function  satis-es the constraints 1− 3, where by oblivious
simulator we mean a Quantum Turing Machine able to perform the computations of
QM in such a way that the sequence of head moves is the same for all inputs of the
same length. The importance of oblivious computation relies in the fact that since at
any computation step the position of the tape head is known in advance independently
of the input string, we can construct a quantum network simulating t computation steps
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by connecting in an appropriate way t copies of the network for the transition function
 that, since  is a -nite function, it is of dimension O(1). The -rst step to construct
an oblivious simulator for QM consists in constructing a new Quantum Turing Ma-
chine QM′ from QM in which a symbol ! in the scanned cell is overwritten by !′, a
control state p is changed into another q and the tape head is moved in direction "
with amplitude (p; !; !′; q; ") in three computation steps. In the -rst step the tape head
overwrites symbol ! with !′ and is moved in the correct direction ". In the second
and third steps the content of the tape is left unchanged and the head is not moved
or moves in opposite directions (that is left and right or conversely). The amplitude
(p; !; !′; q; ") of the move of QM shall be computed by QM′ in the three steps as
a linear combination of basis vectors in V" (for !; !′ ∈, p; q∈Q and "∈{R; L; N}).
The introduction of QM′ consents simplifying the analysis and, in particular, renders
relatively straightforward the construction of an oblivious simulator for QM. An inter-
esting property of QM′ consists in the fact that its -nite state control speci-es a -nite
dimensional unitary matrix in which a row is indexed by a current symbol and state
and a column is indexed by a new symbol and a new state (the direction in which
the machine moves is implied by the new state). Thus, we have a -nite local unitary
characterization of the dynamic of a Quantum Turing Machine, while in a general
Quantum Turing Machine, the matrix de-ning the time evolution operator is in-nite
dimensional, prohibiting the use of this unitariness, except in a global argument. The
new QM′ is de-ned as follows. Let Q′ be a new control state set consisting of states
pr;", p′j; "′j , qj; "j , where
• "j =R, "′j =L if jmod 3=0,
• "j =L; "′j =R if jmod 3=1,
• "j = "′j =N when jmod 3=2,
for 06j6m, 06r6m" and "∈{R; L; N}. In the following by
′ : Q′ ×  ×  × Q′ → C
we shall denote a special transition function that assigns to each 4-tuple (p; !; !′; q"),
where q"= q′l; "l ∈Q′ and "= "l, the complex amplitude ′(p; !; !′; q") with which sym-
bol ! is overwritten by !′, the control state p changes into q" and the tape head is
moved in direction ". Let ′ be such that
4. ′(p′j; "′j ; !
′; !′; qj; "j)= 1,
5. ′(pr; "; !′; !′; p′)= ur" , where p
′=(p′0; "′0 ; : : : ; p
′
m; "′m
),
6.
∑m"
r=0 
′(qj; "j ; !; !
′; pr; ")′(pr; "; !′; !′; p′)= (qj; !; !′; q; "),
for 06j6m, 06r6m", "∈{R; L; N} and !; !′ ∈. Moreover, let ′ be a unit length
complex vector that represents an initial distribution of amplitudes over the control
states in Q′, where ′qj; "j = j (06j6m). By F
′ we mean a new set of -nal control
states such that qj; "j ∈F′ if and only if qj ∈F (06j6m).
Lemma 4. The 6-tuple
QM ′ = (Q′; ′; ; ; ′; F ′);
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denotes a Quantum Turing Machine with 3(m+1) control states that simulates QM
with a slowdown by a factor of 3.
Proof. Suppose
∑
"∈{R;L;N} m"=m+1 and let M be the matrix with entry M(!;p);(!′ ;q")
= ′(p; !; !′; q"), where the rows and columns of M are indexed by the pairs in ×Q′
in the following order: (!; qj; "j) (06j6m; !∈), (!; pr; "r ) ("∈{R; L; N}; 06r6m",
!∈), (!; p′j; "j) (06j6m; !∈). By de-nition, QM′ is a Quantum Turing Machine if
and only if M is unitary. To prove this, consider the following blocks of order m+ 1
in the matrix M :
• I , whose columns are indexed by (!; p′j; "j) and the rows are indexed by (!; qj; "j),
• Y , with columns indexed by (!; pr; ") and rows indexed by (!′; p′j; "j),
• X , having columns indexed by (!; qj; "j) and rows indexed by (!; pr; "),
for 06j6m, "∈{R; L; N}, 06r6m" and !∈. By constraints 5 and 6, both I and Y
are unitary matrices. In particular I is an identity matrix of order m+ 1. Let Z = IYX
be the block of M 3 whose rows and columns are indexed by (!; qj; "j), for 06j6m
and !∈. This block is such that
Z(!;qj; "j );(!′ ;qj′ ; "j′ )
=
∑
"∈{R;L;N}
(qj′ ; !′; !; qj; ") (!; !′ ∈; 06j; j′6m): (12)
Thus, if Z(!1 ; qj; "j ) and Z(!2 ;qj′ ;"j′ )
are distinct column vectors in Z , we have
〈Z(!1 ;qj; "j ); Z(!2 ;qj′ ; "j′ )〉=
∑
!∈
m∑
r=0
Z(!;qr; "r );(!1 ;qj; "j )Z
∗
(!;qr; "r );(!2 ;qj′ ; "j′
)
=
∑
!∈
m∑
r=0
( ∑
"∈{R;L;N}
(qj; !1; !; qr; ")
)
×
( ∑
"′∈{R;L;N}
(qj′ ; !2; !; qr; ")
)∗
=
∑
"∈{R;L;N}
m∑
r=0
∑
!∈
(qj; !1; !; qr; ")∗(qj′ ; !2; !; qr; ")
+
∑
!∈
∑
"∈{R;L;N}
∑
"′ ="
m∑
r=0
(qj; !1; !; qr; ")∗(qj′ ; !2; !; qr; "′)
= 0 (by the constraints 2 and 3):
Moreover, we have
〈Z(!1 ;qj;"j ); Z(!1 ;qj; "j )〉=
∑
!∈
m∑
r=0
Z(!;qr; "r );(!1 ;qj; "j )Z
∗
(!;qr; "r );(!1 ;qj; "j )
=
∑
!∈
m∑
r=0
( ∑
"∈{R;L;N}
(qj; !1; !; qr; ")
)
×
( ∑
"′∈{R;L;N}
(qj; !1; !; qr; ")
)∗
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=
∑
"∈{R;L;N}
m∑
r=0
∑
!∈
|(qj; !1; !; qr; ")|2
+
∑
!∈
∑
"∈{R;L;N}
∑
"′ ="
m∑
r=0
(qj; !1; !; qr; ")∗(qj; !1; !; qr; "′)
= 1 (by the constraints 1 and 3):
Thus, Z and, consequently, M are unitary.
Suppose, now, that
∑
"∈{R;L;N} m" =m + 1. We could choose VN , for example, as
the maximal subspace orthogonal to VR and VL. Then, by adding a state for each new
basis vector in VN , we could extend the construction for QM′ to the case in which∑
"∈{R;L;N} m"=m+1. However, we would have that the matrix X , having some null
rows, is unitary. This contradicts that
∑
"∈{R;L;N} m" =m+ 1.
Notice that the transition function ′ is de-ned in such a way that a symbol ! in
the scanned cell is overwritten by !′, a control state qj; "j is changed into another qj′ ; "j′
and the tape head is moved in direction " with amplitude (qj; !; !′; qj′ ; ") in three
computation steps. In the -rst step the tape head overwrites symbol ! with !′ and
is moved in the correct direction ". In the second and third steps the content of the
tape is left unchanged and the head is not moved or moves in opposite directions
(that is left and right or conversely). The amplitude is (qj; !; !′; qj′ ; ") since the vector
(qj; !; !′; q; ") is calculated as a linear combination of basis vectors in V" (for !; !′ ∈,
06j; j′6m and "∈{R; L; N}).
A simple oblivious simulator QS for QM′ can be obtained by simulating a com-
putation step of QM′ in two phases: in the -rst, the symbol in the cell scanned is
overwritten, while, in the second one, the position of the tape head is updated. More
particularly, QS can be obtained as follows. Let QS be
QS = (Q′′; ′′; ′′; ′′; ′′; F ′′);
where
• Q′′= {sj(q"): q" ∈Q′ for 06j68 if "∈{L; R} and 06j66 if "=N},
• ′′ is a unit length complex vector that represents an initial distribution of amplitudes
over the control states in Q such that ′′s0(qj; "j ) = 
′
qj; "j
(06j6m),
• ′′= {(b; b); (0; b); (1; b); (b; #); (0; #); (1; #); (#; #)},
• ′′=′′ − {(b; b); (b; #)},
• s0(q")∈F ′′ if and only if q" ∈F′,
• ′′ : Q′′×′′×′′×Q′′×{L; R}→C.
The tape of QS is divided into two tracks and each cell may hold a special marker
(#; #) or a pair (!1; !2), where !1 ∈{b; 0; 1} represents the content of a tape cell of QM′
and !2 is # when the head of QM′ scans the cell and b otherwise. At the beginning,
the input on the tape is written in the -rst track of the cells of QS starting from cell
0 and is delimited both on the left and the right by the marker (#; #). The remaining
cells of the tape are supposed to hold the symbol (b; b). To complete the construction
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of QS we de-ne the transition function ′′ in such a way that a computation step of
QM′ is simulated in two phases. In the -rst phase, the symbol in the cell scanned
is overwritten as speci-ed by ′ and the part of the tape delimited by the markers
is enlarged by shifting the markers one position both to the left and the right. In
the second phase, the position of the tape head of QS is updated depending on the
direction of the simulated movement for QM′. For all x1; x2 ∈{b; 0; 1}; "; "′ ∈{R; L; N},
the transition function ′′ is de-ned by
• ′′(s0(p"′); (x; #); (y; #); s1(q"); R)= ′(p"′ ; x; y; q"; ") (x; y∈{b; 0; 1}),
′′(s0(p"′); (x1; b); (x1; b); s0(p"′); R)= 1,
[′′(s1(q"); (x1; #); (x1; #); s1(p"′); R)= 1],
• ′′(s1(q"); (x1; b); (x1; b); s1(q"); R)= 1,
′′(s1(q"); (#; #); (b; b); s2(q"); R)= 1,
[′′(s0(p"′); (#; #); (#; #); s0(p"′); R)= 1],
• ′′(s2(q"); (b; b); (#; #); s3(q"); L)= 1,
[′′(s2(q"); (x1; x2); (x1; x2); s2(q"); R)= 1 ((x1; x2) =(b; b))],
• ′′(s3(q"); (x1; x2); (x1; x2); s3(q"); L)= 1, ((x1; x2) =(#; #)),
′′(s3(q"); (#; #); (b; b); s4(q"); L)= 1,
• ′′(s4(q"); (b; b); (#; #); s5(q"); R)= 1,
[′′(s4(q"); (x1; x2); (x1; x2); s4(q"); L)= 1 ((x1; x2) =(b; b))],
• ′′(s5(qR); (x1; b); (x1; b); s5(qR); R)= 1,
′′(s5(qR); (x1; #); (x1; b); s6(qR); R)= 1,
[′′(s5(qR); (#; #); (#; #); s7(qR); R)= 1],
′′(s5(qL); (x1; x2); (x1; x2); s5(qL); R)= 1 ((x1; x2) =(#; #)),
′′(s5(qL); (#; #); (#; #); s6(qL); L)= 1,
′′(s5(qN ); (x1; x2); (x1; x2); s5(qN ); R)= 1 ((x1; x2) =(#; #)),
′′(s5(qN ); (#; #); (#; #); s6(qN ); L)= 1,
• ′′(s6(qR); (x1; b); (x1; #); s7(qR); R)= 1,
[′′(s6(qR); (x1; #); (x1; #); s6(qR); R)= 1; ′′(s6(qR); (#; #); (#; #); s6(qR); R)= 1],
′′(s6(qL); (x1; b); (x1; b); s6(qL); L)= 1,
′′(s6(qL); (x1; #); (x1; b); s7(qL); L)= 1,
[′′(s6(qL); (#; #); (#; #); s8(qL); L)= 1],
′′(s6(qN ); (x1; x2); (x1; x2); s6(qN ); L)= 1 ((x1; x2) =(#; #)),
′′(s6(qN ); (#; #); (#; #); s0(qN ); R)= 1,
• ′′(s7(qR); (x1; b); (x1; b); s7(qR); R)= 1,
′′(s7(qR); (#; #); (#; #); s8(qR); L)= 1,
[′′(s7(qR); (x1; #); (x1; #); s5(qR); R)= 1],
′′(s7(qL); (x1; b); (x1; #); s8(qL); L)= 1,
[′′(s7(qL); (x1; #); (x1; #); s7(qL); L) = 1; ′′(s7(qL); (#; #); (#; #); s7(qL); L) = 1],
• ′′(s8(qR); (x1; x2); (x1; x2); s8(qR); L)= 1,
′′(s8(qR); (#; #); (#; #); s0(qR); R)= 1,
′′(s8(qL); (x1; b); (x1; b); s8(qL); L)= 1,
′′(s8(qL); (#; #); (#; #); s0(qL); R)= 1,
[′′(s8(qL); (x1; #); (x1; #); s6(qL); L)= 1].
It is not di;cult to check that ′′ satis-es the constraints 1 − 3 and, therefore, the
following theorem is straightforward.
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Theorem 9. There exists an oblivious quantum machine QS that simulates t compu-
tation steps of QM′ in time O(t2).
8. Multitape oblivious quantum machines
In this section, we introduce a quantum simulator QS′, based on the multitape de-
terministic model due to Fisher and Pippenger, for a quantum machine QM′ for which
Lemma 4 holds. The main idea on which is based Fisher and Pippenger technique con-
sists in dividing the information of the tape of QM′ into blocks (on a working tape of
QS′) in such a way that a few small blocks have to be shifted often, but large blocks
have to be shifted rarely to realize the simulation. This idea consents improving the
running time O(t2) required by the simulator QS, de-ned in the previous section. Let
QS′ be a Quantum Turing Machine with four tapes. The -rst and second tapes of QS′
are divided into three tracks and contain symbols taken from the alphabet (∪{#; ∗})3,
where #; ∗ ∈. The third tape and the fourth one can be thought of as single track
tapes holding symbols from  ∪ {#; ∗}. Moreover, the jth location of Tape 1 holds
(!j; #; #), where !j is the symbol in the jth cell of QM′, for 16j6t. Tape 2 serves
mainly as a temporary bu:er. Tape 3 is used to perform counting procedures and con-
tains the integer log t encoded as a binary number over the alphabet {#; 1} into the
cells 1 : : : loglog t and delimited by a marker ∗ both on the left and the right. Tape
4 is intended to support a stack data structure whose bottom is marked, on the left,
by ∗. All other locations of tapes 1 and 2 are supposed to hold (#,#,#)’s and those
on tapes 3 and 4 to hold #’s. Each track j∈{1; 2; 3} on the -rst tape is divided into
blocks Bji , where B
j
0 contains position 0 of track j and B
j
i contains the 2
|i|−1 positions
2i−1 + i; : : : ; 2i− 1+ i, for 16i6log t− 1 and −(2|i|− 1+ |i|); : : : ;−(2|i|−1 + |i|), for
−(log t − 1)6i6− 1. A block is empty when it contains only #’s and is full when
it contains no #. The ith segment Si consists of the blocks B1i ; B
2
i and B
3
i . A segment
is clean when the number of full blocks is one or two. The segments are separated
by locations that contain special markers composed by ∗’s and that are introduced to
let the head shift from a segment to another. This can be done by a simple reversible
procedure (that we shall describe only for segments S0; : : : ; Slog t) as follows. The
symbols of each segment Si are moved to the second tape. For every symbol moved,
a counter initialized to 2i is decreased and when it reaches zero, the special marker is
added into the -rst location at the end of the segment. Then, the counter is updated
to hold the size of the next segment and the procedure is iterated until the contents of
the log t+ 1 segments are moved. After that, the symbols separated by the markers
are moved back from Tape 2 to Tape 1 and the positions of the heads are updated.
At the beginning, the -nite control of QS′ is initialized according to the distribution 
of amplitudes and the heads scan position 0 on the tapes. A procedure sim(0) simulates
one computation step of QM′ in cell 0 of Tape 1. For each control state q" ∈Q′ there
is a state s(q"). If the control of QS′ is in s(q"′) ("′ ∈{R; L; N}) and the head scans,
on Tape 1, the cell 0 in which symbol ! is held, then ! is overwritten by !′, s(q"′) is
changed into s(q") and the head is moved to the right with amplitude ′(q"′ ; !; !′; q"),
for !; !′ ∈ and q"′ ; q" ∈Q′. Denote by Bji ⇒Bj
′
i the fact that the content of the block
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Bji is shifted into B
j′
i (after the shift B
j
i is empty). If "=R, then the content of block
B10 is moved into the empty block of S−1 with the greatest track index and B
j
0⇒Bj−10
for 3¿j¿2. Moreover, when B10 is empty, the content of B
1
1 is moved into B
1
0 and
Bj1⇒Bj−11 for 26j63. If "=L, then Bj0⇒Bj+10 for 16j62 and the symbol in the full
block of S−1 with the greatest track index is moved into B10. When B
3
0 is full, B
j
1⇒Bj+11
for 16j62 and the content of B30 is moved into B
1
1. If "=N no change is done. After
! is overwritten by !′, s(q"′) is changed into s(q") and the head is moved to the right
with amplitude ′(!; q"′ ; q"; !′), sim(0) can be described as a simple reversible oblivious
procedure that shifts the head among the locations of the segments S−1; S0; S1 and that
changes the content of the scanned locations depending on the direction "∈{R; L; N}
(the position of the remaining heads is supposed to be kept stationary). For example,
if "=R, the shift of information among the blocks in S0 and from B10 to the blocks in
S−1 can be performed by moving the symbol !′ in B10 into the -rst track of Tape 2,
permuting the contents of B10; B
2
0; B
3
0 and exchanging !
′ with the symbol in the empty
block of S−1 with the greatest track index. The symbol x in B10 is exchanged with the
symbol in the -rst track of Tape 2, the contents of B11; B
2
1; B
3
1 are left unchanged when
x =#, while, if x=#, they are permuted and the symbol x′ in B31 is exchanged with
the symbol in the second track of Tape 2. If x =# the symbol in B10 is exchanged
with x. Conversely, if x=#, the symbol in B10 is exchanged with x
′ and the # in third
track of Tape 2 is overwritten by a non # symbol to ensure the reversibility of the
computation. Finally, the positions of the heads are updated one position right on Tape
2 and in order to scan the location in segment S0 on Tape 1. A procedure clean(k)
modi-es the contents of the segments Sk ; Sk+1 (16k6log t) as follows. If Sk is
clean, then Sk and Sk+1 are left unchanged. If all blocks in Sk are empty, the -rst 2k
symbols of B1k+1 are moved into B
1
k , the last 2
k symbols of B1k+1 are moved into B
2
k and
Bjk+1⇒Bj−1k+1 for 26j63. If all blocks of Sk are full, Bjk+1⇒Bj+1k+1 for 2¿j¿1 and the
symbols in B2k ; B
3
k are concatenated in B
1
k+1 (B
2
k ; B
3
k remain empty). A procedure similar
to clean(k), that we shall denote by clean(−k) modi-es the contents of the segments
S−k ; S−(k+1) (16k6log t). If S−k is clean, then S−k and S−(k+1) are left unchanged.
If all blocks in S−k are empty, the -rst 2k symbols of the full block B
j
−(k+1) with
the greatest track index are moved into B1−k and the last 2
k symbols of Bj−(k+1) are
moved into B2−k (B
j
−(k+1) remains empty). If all blocks of S−k are full, the contents
of B1−k are moved into the -rst 2
k positions of the empty block Bj−(k+1) with the
smallest track index, the symbols in B2−k are moved into the remaining 2
k positions
of Bj−(k+1) and B
3
−k ⇒B1−k (B2−k is now empty). The procedure clean(k) (clean(−k))
can be implemented as an oblivious reversible procedure that shifts the head among
the locations of the segments Sk ; Sk+1 (S−k ; S−(k+1)) and changes the contents of the
blocks depending on whether they are empty or full as follows. The contents of B1k+1
are moved into the -rst track of Tape 2. Then, the last 2k symbols of B1k+1, that now
are on the Tape 2, are moved into B2k only when B
1
k is empty (this is correct since the
blocks in Sk are all empty when B1k is empty). In the case in which B
1
k is not empty,
no movement is done. Likewise, the -rst 2k symbols of B1k+1, that are on Tape 2, are
moved (from right to left for example) into B1k when B
1
k is empty. If B
1
k is not empty,
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no movement is done, but a non # symbol is written in the third track of Tape 2 to let
the reversibility constraints hold. After that, the contents in -rst track of the locations
used on Tape 2 are moved back to B1k+1 and only if B
1
k+1 is empty, the symbols in
Sk+1 are permuted in such a way that B
j
k+1⇒Bj−1k+1 for 26j63. Conversely, if B1k+1
is not empty, no permutation is done, but a non # symbol is written in third track
of Tape 2 to preserve the reversibility. Then, the symbols in blocks B2k ; B
3
k are moved
into the -rst and second track of Tape 2 and delimited by two markers. If the contents
of the second track of Tape 2 are not #’s, the information of Sk+1 is permuted to let
Bj+1k+1⇒Bjk+1 (2¿j¿1), the symbols of B2k , that now are in the -rst track of Tape 2,
are moved into the -rst 2k positions of B1k+1 and those of B
3
k , in the second track, are
moved into the last 2k positions of B1k+1. Notice that we require that the blocks in Sk
are full only when B3k is full. The symbols of B
2
k ; B
3
k , on Tape 2, are not moved to
B1k+1 when they are taken with B
3
k empty. In particular, when the contents of B
3
k , on
Tape 2, are not moved, a non # symbol must be written to the third track of Tape 2
to ensure that the reversibility constraints hold. Finally the symbols delimited by the
markers on Tape 2 are moved back to B1k+1 and the positions of the heads are updated.
The following recursive algorithm sim(j) simulates 2j computation steps of QM′:
sim(j) : sim(j − 1)
clean(j)
clean(−j)
sim(j − 1)
clean(j)
clean(−j):
Consider the nonrecursive version for sim(j):
L0 : if (j = 1) then
sim(0)
else
push(S; 1)
push(S; j)
j = j − 1
goto L0
L1 : clean(j)
clean(−j)
if (j = 1) then
sim(0)
else
push(S; 2)
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push(S; j)
j = j − 1
goto L0
L2 : clean(j)
clean(−j)
if (S = ∅) then
goto END
else
j = pop(S)
x = pop(S)
goto Lx
END : stop;
where S is the stack structure, push(S; j) inserts j to the top of the stack S and pop(S)
returns the elements on the top of S. The simulator QS′ can implement sim(j), where
j= log t, in a reversible way as follows. The index j on Tape 3 is tested. If j =1,
then j is copied on Tape 2 and the copy is pushed into the stack. The copy on Tape 2
can be done in a reversible way since a cell of the tape holds # that can be overwritten
by 1 when 1 is read on Tape 3 and left unchanged when # is read without changing
control state (the control state is changed only when a marker ∗ is reached). After that,
j is decreased and a new test is required. When j is 1, sim(0) is performed. Then, the
head can be positioned to the -rst location of segment Sj (S−j) on Tape 1 by using a
counter on Tape 3. Each time the counter is increased, the head on Tape 1 is shifted
to the next segment. When the counter reaches j (that can be temporarily moved on
the top of the stack) the head on Tape 1 is positioned, the contents of Tape 3 (and
of Tape 4) are updated and clean(j) (clean(−j)) is performed. The instructions of the
program sim(j) between labels L1 and L2 can be implemented in the same way just
described, but 1 is pushed into the stack S (instead of #) before j is copied on S.
After clean(j) and clean(−j) have been performed, the stack data structure is tested
to know whether it is empty. If S = ∅ then the program ends. If S = ∅, then the label
and the value on the top of the stack are pushed to Tape 3 and Tape 2 respectively.
The positions of the heads are updated and the jump to L1 or L2 is done depending
on whether the label on Tape 2 is 1 or #.
As a -nal remark note that one of the main di;culty with carrying out the Fisher-
Pippenger technique in the quantum setting is making sure that appropriate history of
the tape operations is erased. This is not a reversible operation and is performed in
our simulation by means of exchanges of the characters representing such history with
# symbols contained elsewhere on the tapes. Although it can be easily veri-ed that
such exchanges may be performed during the simulation, a separate tape could be held
with this purpose. For a similar eration (and copying) reversible e;cient technique the
reader is referred to [9].
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The following theorem states the main result.
Theorem 10. There exists a multitape oblivious quantum machine QS′ that simulates
t computation steps of QM′ in time O(t log t).
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